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Abatract. The purpose of this paper is to describe some new general constructions of p-adic
I-functions attached to certain arithmetically defined complex l-functions. These con-
structions are based on the use of the p-adic Mellin transform. We explain that these con-
structions are equivalent to proving some generalized Kummer congruences for critical
special values of these complex Z-functions. This paper is based on a talk by the author
at the French-Vietnamese Colloquium on Mathematics held in Ho Chi Minh City, 3-8
March 1997. A part of the work was done at the Mathematical Science Research Institute
(MSRI) Berkeley, USA, in 19951211.

1. Kummer Congruences andp-Adic Integration

The starting point in the theory of complex and p-adic Z-functions is the expan-
sion of the Riemann zeta-function ((s) into the Euler product:

((s) : l[{r -z-')-' : f ,-' (Re(s) > 1).
P n : l

The set of arguments s for which ((s) is defined can be extended to all s e C, s f l,
and we may regard C as the group of all continuous quasicharacters

C : H o m ( R f , C ' ) ,  y + y '

of Ri. The special values ((l - k) at negative integers are rational numbers:

Bp
( ( r _ k ) : _ - ;  ( k > 1 )

where,B7. are Bernoulli numbers.
The proof of these facts which is due to Riemann is based on the Mellin

transform, the construction which associates to a function h(y) onRi (with certain
growth conditions for y -- co and./ -- 0) the integral
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L6(s) : [ ,frl r' !Jn: Y
(which probably converges not for all values of s). For example, if ((s) : Df:r-'
is the Riemannzetl function, then the function ((s)f (s) is the Mellin transform of
the function h(y) : fi1:

((s)f (s) : [- , +ry'L,J o  t - e - Y "  Y '
so that the integral and the series are absolutely convergent for Re(s) > 1. This
identity is immediately deduced from the well-known integral representation for
the gamma-function

fm
f(s) :  |  "-,y' ! ,  

n - ' f(s) :  [* ,-*r 'd! (Re(s) > 0)
J o Y J o Y

the function

y et $ Boyo

e y _ t : k  H

and.an evaluation of such a contour integral in terms of residues.
For an arbitrary function of the type

f (,):io1n1"2'"'
n: l

with z:xIi! eH in the upper half plane H and with the growth condition
a(n) : 0(n") (c > 0) on its Fourier coefficients, we see that the zeta function

L( t , . f ) : l  a (n )n- ' ,
n: l

es sentia'v coincides *-n'ff 
:i: :l"ll {, ::::i'^" 

-'

ey t1 t , J  ) :  Jo  -  . .  , .  y
Both sides of this equality converge absolutely for Re (s) > I + c.

The numbers ((l - k) have remarkable integrality properties: by the classical
Sylvester-Lipschitz theorem we know that

c e z  i m p l i e s  c k k k - t l B f  e z .

The proof [16] uses the function

f  ( y ) : # :  s k - l ) t  + . . . +  e y  t  r ,  c  )  l ,
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and the Taylor expansion of the function

d ,^-( t"-  t )  : l1D :  c -  t+ i r "o -  tBoY.: . - t
a y ' o s \ 7 r - t 1  J 0 )  

t L \ c  - ' t  
H

One sees on the one hand that /(0) : c Lnd 7lr') p) e Z, and on the other

,  L  , , B k  d k - t  d(rr - t)T: arr- *toe 
f 0)ly:0.

The result follows from the identity:

dk-t d r ^. \ ak-t (f'(y)\ pJ!.!:..J!) 
k> Daf- *toeJ\Y): dyr--V6): fF 
(

where P(Xr, ...,Xr) eZlX1,...,Xn], a universal polynomial with integral coeffi-
cients (this is easily proved by induction).

The theory of non-Archimedean zeta-functions originates in the work of
Kubota and Leopoldt containing p-adic interpolation of these special values.
Their construction turns out to be equivalent to classical Kummer congruences for
the Bernoulli numbers, which we recall here in the following form.

Theorem. (Kummer) Let p be a f.xed prime number and c > I an integer prime to
p. Put

l ' ,,eti : 0 - pk)(r - rk*t)q-k)

and let h(*) : D|:oai xt e Zlxj be a polynomial ouer Z such thqt

( n , P ) : l + h ( n ) = o m o d P N .

Then we haue that

n -

D",el']teD . p*zo.
t:0

Note that (l",]eQ e Z, a Q is p-integral due to the theorem of Sylvester-

Lipschitz and the theorem of Kummer implies in particular that the numbers

ffl)f-O depend continuously on k in the p-adic sense: if we take h(x):

xk' - xk with k' : k mod(p - l)p* , we have by Euler's theorem that h(n) :

0mod(p - l)pN, and the theorem implies that

rfl,f-u l = (l:)?4mod(p - t)p*

The proof of the theorem is deduced from the known formula for the sum of kth
powers:

t 8 l

s7.(N) : 
i* 

: 
#[Br+r(N) 

- Bwr]
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in which Bp(x) : (x + B)k : D,t:o (l)n,ro-t denotes the Bernoulli polynomial.
lndeed, all summands in,Se(N) dependp-adic analytically on k if we restrict our-
selves to numbers z, prime to p, so that the desired congruence follows if we
express the numbers (l'Aet ) in terms of Bernoulli numbers. More precisely, we
express the Bernoulli n'irinbers in terms of Sp(N):

1
no : )!* p^sr(P^)'

(the p-adic limit) which follows directly from the above formula for ^Sp(N). Con-
sider now the sum &(p-) : D!;=r' nk . For each n with (p, n) : l, we have the
congruence h(n) : 0(modpil). Let

P ^  - l

Si,@ ): D "o: 
Sr,(p^) -pksr(p^-t).

r,i,itt:,
Then

1 1
)!*v s;10\ : )!*lls*(p^) 

- pk sk?--l )l

l l: )!+7to(p^) 
- pr-' )\4sob^-') 

- (r - po-\no'

In order to prove the congruence

D.,el:)f-l : o(modpN)

where ()"1'(-k) : (l - p\(t - ck+t)((-k), we rewrite it as- t p l  r

Ta;(t - pi)(t - r '*t)!+ =o(modpil),

and we choose m > N such that

(1- po-\no = 4sig.^- l )modpi l .p ^  " "

Then the left-hand side is transformed into

D o, (, - ",*,) #Y = Do, #E .rP! (modp'),
(n,p):r

wheren re {1 ,2 , . . . , p^  -  1 }  w i th  n r=ncmod .p - .W i te t : f f i  eZ ,

,'"*t - (nr)t*' : (nc + pmt)i+t - 1rc1i+L : (i + l)p^t(nc)i(mod p2-).
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We see that the left-hand side becomes

o ^  - l' \- 
Zc - (t lC) S- /

)  
' )  a i ( nc ) ' (modp^ ) ,

4  D m  4 ' '
d,tit:r

and it remains to note that !, u;(nc)t: O(modptr),* > N Q.E.D.

The domain of definition of p-adic zeta functions is the p-adic analytic Lie
group

Xp : Hom"o"ri"(Z;,C;)

of all continuous p-adic characters of the profinite group Z|, where C, : Qo
denotes the Tate field (completion of an algebraic closure of the p-adic field Qo),
so that all integers k canbe regarded as the characters x!,yr--ryk. The con-
struction of Kubota and Leopoldt is equivalent to the existence of a p-adic ana-
lytic function (p: Xo -- C, with a single pole at the point x : xpt, which becomes
a bounded holomorphic function on Xo after multiplication by the elementary
factor (xo x - 1) (x e Xo), and this function is uniquely determined by the condition

t o @ ! ) : ( t - p k ) ( ( - t  )  ( k >  1 ) .

This result has a very natural interpretation in the framework of the theory of non-
Archimedean integration (due to Mazur). We recall that a p-adic measure I on
a profinite group G:llgrGi (;ef) is a bounded Co-linear form on G(G,C1),

t

the above condition it suffices for any continuous function {: Zi -- Zo to defne
its integral [z:d(ipk).For this purpose, we approximate /(x)-by a polynomial

(for which th6 integral is already defined) and then pass to the limit. The Kummer
congruences guarantee that the limit is well defined.

2.'The Non-Archimedean Mellin Transform

Let pbe a (bounded) Cr-valued measure onZi. Then the non-Archimedean Mellin
transform of the measure p is defined by

L r ( * ) : p ( x ) : [  , a u  @ e X ) ,
JZ;

which represents a bounded Cr-analytic function

Lr: Xo -' Co'

Indeed, the boundedness of the function I, is obvious since all characters x e Xo

183
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take values in Oo and p is also bounded. The analyticity of this function expresses
a general property of the integral, namely, that it depends analytically on the
parameter x e xo. However, there is a pure algebraic proof of this fact which is
based on a description of the Iwasawa algebra. This description also implies that
every bounded Co-analytic function on xo is the Mellin transform of a certain
measure l.

2.1. The Iwasawa Algebra

Let 0 be a closed subring in Ao : {z e Crlltlo < l} and G : llpc, (l e 1) a pro-

finite group. Then the canonical homomorphism G; 2' Gi induces a homomor-
phism of the corresponding group rings

alctl-- alciJ.
Then the completed group ring O[[G]] is defined as the projective limit

allcll : rry allct)) (i e 1).

Let us also consider the set Distr(G,0) of all9-valued distributions on G (finite-
additive functions on open-compact subsets of G with values in @), which itself is
an 0-module and a ring with respect to multiplication given by the conuolution of
distributions, which is defined in terms of families of functions

P\') , Pl) : Gi --+ (!

(see the previous section) as follows:

(p, * pr)(') (il : t p\') (ilp? 0) (yr, yz e Gi).
Y--YtYz

Then Meas(G,Cp) : Distr (G, A) @ ooCo and

f f
J od?)@ 

* p)(y) : 
) od?vz)pt1t) 

pz1z).

Now we describe an isomorphism of 9-algebras Alfc)l and Distr (G,0). In the
case, when G : Zp, the algebra O[[G]] is called the Iwasawa algebra.

Theorem. [8, Chpt. l]
(a) There is the canonical isomorphism of 9-algebras

Distr(G,0):  gl lc l l ,

(b) if G : Zp, then there is an isomorphism

o[[Gl] 3 ollxll,
where (9[[Xl] is the ring of formal power series in X ouer 0. The isomorphism
depends on a choice of the topological generator of the group G : Zo.
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In order to prove this result, one needs to construct a measure (an @-valued
distribution) attached to a power series in 9ltxl). A convenient tool to constructp-
adic measures is given by the following:

Theorem. (Abstract Kummer congruences) [11, p. 258] Let {"fi} b, a system of
continuousfunctionsfi eG(G,0) in the ring 6(G,A) ofall continuousfunctions on
a profinite group G with ualues in the ring of integers Oo of Co such that CoJinear
span of {rt} it dense in G(G,C.). Let also {ai} be any system of elements ai e (90.

Then the existence of an 9r-ualued measure p on G with the property
f

Jofi 
da : at

is equiualent to the following congruences: for an arbitrary choice of elements

bi e Cp, almost all of which uanish,

DUrt}) e pn0p for alt y e G impliet lb,o, e P'ap.
, l

Remark. Since Co-measures are characterized as bounded Cr-valued distributions,
every Cr-measure on G becomes a ?o-valuedmeasure after multiplication by some
nonzero constant.

Proof. The necessity is obvious since

:o"lo

lip (9olp"0o

I b,o,: [ 6n{lr-nalued function)dp
= J c

(0r-valued function)dp e p"0p.

In order to prove the sufficiency, we need to construct a measure p from the
numbers ai.For a function f eG(G,O) and a positive integer n,thete exist ele-
ments b; e Co such that only a finite number of b; does not vanish, and

t  :+utn e p"G(G,00)

according to the density of the Co-span of {/} inG(G,C,). By the assumption, the
value !, a;b; belongs to Oo and is well-defined modulo p' (i.e., does not depend on
the choice of b;). We denote this value by "j"f dpmodpn"' Then we have that the
limit procedure

I"t 
or: J]1g " 

lof 
ormod. pn" e - / n_  

"p ,

gives the measure ,tz.

2.2. Formulas for Coefficients of Power Series

We have noticed above that Cr-analytic bounded functions on Xo canbe described

in terms of measures. Indeed, these functions are defined on analyticity compo-
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with qn - 0 (p-adically) for n --+ @. For a functionf (*) defined for x e Z, x ) 0,
one can write formally

f(x):D"G),
n:0

where the coefficients can be found from the following system of linear equations

that is,

.f(n):n*Q),

nents of the decomposition xo as certain power series with p-adically bounded
coefficients, that is, power series, whose coefficients belong ro ao after multi-
plication by some nonzero constant from cf . we give a direct computation of
these coefficients in terms of the corresponding measures. Let us consider the
decomposition Zi =A x f where 6 : (ZlpvZ)", f : (l + p,Zp)",where y : I
for p > 2 and v - 2 for p : 2. Then the group | = Zois topologiially cyclic with a
generator y : | + p'. Consider a e L, andlet po@) : p(ax) be the corresponding
measure on f defined by restriction of p to the subset al c. zl . Consider the iso-
morphism al = Zo given by

y : a y '  ( x e Z p , . / e f ) .

Let p', be the corresponding measure onzr. Then this measure is uniquely deter-
mined by values of the integrals

[  / x \ . , ,
Jr, \ ,  )dPo\x) 

:  ai '

with the interpolation polynomials (f), since the Co-span of the family

{ f l }  ( i e z , i > o )
l .  \ r . /  J

is dense inG(20,0) according to Mahler's interpolation theorem which says that
any continuous function f : Zo -- Q, can be written in the form:

f(*):F^"G),

o^:i1-rl^-'(1\ rrn.- i : o '  
\ t  / -  

'  '

This property of the interpolation polynomials implies that

: 0 (modp ' )  ( f o r  a l l  xeZ )+b i=  0 (modp , ) .

we can now apply the abstract Kumrner congruences, which imply that for arbi-
trary choice of numbers d; € ap, there exists a measure with the desired property.

tr,0
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On the other hand, we state that the Mellin transform Lr" of the measure po is
given by the power series Fo(t), that is,

t  S / t  / x \  . . . \ .
Fo(t) : 

J,xou)dp(av): , (J,, \-, )do"ra) 
(r - r)'

for all characters of the form Xt,t, X^(T): t, lt - ll, < l. It suffices to show that

this identity is valid for all char'actdis of the type i - y^, where z is a positive

integer. In order to do this we use the binomial expansion

y^'  :  ( t  - r  (Y* - l ) ) '  :  
;  ( ;  ) { t^  

-  r ) ' ,

which implies that

!7* du@il : I,,r^'ou!'@) 
:E (J, G)'r^o)(v^ 

- t)' ,

establishing the formulas for the coefficients of Fo(t).

Example. The p-adic Mazur measure and the non-Archimedean Kubota-Leopoldt
zetafunction Consider againa positive integer ceZ| oZ, c > l coprime top.

Then for each complex number s e C, there exists a complex distribution pi on

Gp: Zi which is uniquely determined by the following condition

p:od :  Q - 11-t  @)c-t-s)( l  -  x@)p')L(-s,  i .

The right-hand side is holomorphic for all s e c includin$ s : -1. If s : ft > 0 is a

natural number, then the right-hand side belongs to the field

Q L r ) - Q " b - Q

generated by values of the character y and w_e get a distribution with values in

Q"o. f *" tto* apply the fixed embedding ir: Q - Co, we get a Co-valued distri-
bution ,@ : toQ$) which turns out to be an Oo-measure, and the following

equality holds

t'v)(x*tr): ip(piT)).

This identity is verified as above using the abstract Kummer congruences for

characters X|)yk; it relates the special values of the Dirichlet l-functions at

different nonpositive points. The function

$(x) :  (1 -  c-tx(c)-r ;-1zrr"r(x) (x e Xo)

is well defined and it is holomorphic on Xo with the exception of a simple pole at

the point x: xp e Xo, and we have that

h^')yo):  (1 -  x@)pk)Lek,)()  (k>0,xexlo '") .

The function (o is called the non-Archimedean zeta function of Kubota-Leopoldt.

The corresponding measure p(c) it called the p-adic Mazur measure'

187
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The original construction of Kubota and Leopoldt was successfully used by
Iwasawa for the description of the class groups of cyclotomic fields. According to
a conjecture of Iwasawa proved by Mazur and wiles in 1984 [14], the power series
representing (o describes the structure ofp-ideal class groups in certain cyclotomic
extensions o! Q as_ Galois modules over Z| : Gal(e"b(p, oo)/e) where
Q""(p, oo) : Q(p-y'|) is the maximal abelian ext'ension of e unramified outside
of p and oo. Since then the class of functions admitting p-adic analogues has
gradually extended.

3. Admissible Measures

, p  -  p ( d :  I  d p e C p , q e G ( G o ) ,
JGo

which is uniquely determined by its restriction to the subspace g, (co) of locally
constant functions. We denote by p(a + (O)) the value of ,a on the characteristic
function of the set

a + (Q): {x e Grlx = amod e} -  Gp.

The Mellin transform L, of p is a bounded analytic function

Lr: Xo - Cp,

on xt, which is uniquely determined by its values LrQ) for the characters
x e g'!".

A more delicate notion of an h-admissible measure was introduced by Amice-
velu and vi5ik (see [1]). Let gh(G) denote the space of cr-valued functions which
can be locally represented by polynomials of degree less than a natural number i
of the variable xo e X, introduced above.

Defnition. A Co-linear form

1t: Gh(Gr) -- Co

is called a h-admissible measure iffor all a e Go and for all r :0, 1,...,h _ l, the
following growth condition is sqtisfied

lr*a 1'r, 'o - 'oY dt'l: "lal-o)
It is known due to Amice-V6lu and Vi5ik that each lz-admissible measure can

be uniquely extended to a linear form on the Cr-space of all locally analytic func-

Lo(x) : 
Io,ror, 

ao, 14 e xpt
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tions so that one can associate to its Mellin transform

Lr: Xo - Cp, Lrk) : I xdu. Co, 11e xp,
JGo

which is a Co-analyttc function on Xo of the type o(log x!). Moreover, the measure
p is uniquely determined by the special values of the type

L r A * )  ( 1 4  e  X p , r :  0 , 1 ,  ' - . , h  -  l ) .

4. Further Generalizations

Z-functions (of complex vdriable) can be attached as certain Euler products to
various objects such as diophantine equations, representations of Galois groups'
modular forms, etc., and they play a crucial role in modern number theory. Deep
interrelations between these objects discovered in the last decades are based on
identities for the corresponding l-functions which presumably all fit into a general

concept of the Langlands of Z-functions associated with automorphic representa-
tions of a reductive group G over a number field K. From this point of view, the
study of arithmetic properties of this zeta function is becoming especially impor-
tant. The major sources of such Z-functions are:
(l) Galois representations of Gv:Gal(-KlK) for algebraic number fields K,

r: Gy ---+ GL(V), Z is a finite-dimensional vector space, and one can attach to
r an Euler product due to Artin.

(2) Algebraic uarieties X defined over an algebraic number field K. In this case,
one can attach to X I K its Hasse-Weil zeta function.

(3) Automorphic forms and automorphic representations. In the classical case, one
associates to a modular form f (z): DLo a,exp(2ninz) its Mellin transform
L(s,f): DLr ann-'. In general an automorphic form generates an auto-
morphic representation in the space of smooth functions over an adelic reduc-
tive group, and one can attach an Euler product to it using a decomposition
of such a representation into a tensor product indexed by prime numbers p
and co.
Conjecturally, all the three types of l-functions can be related to each other

using a general theory of motives over Q with coefficients in a number field I,
.[f'Q] < o (this field coincides with the field Q({4,},=t) generated by the co-
efficients of the corresponding Z-function L(M,s): DEr arn-'). For a fixed
prime number p, one can also in many cases attach to the above complex L-
function a p-adic l-function. These p-adic l-functions are certain analytic func-
tions in a p-adic domain obtained by an interpolation procedure of certain special
values of the corresponding complex analytic .L-functions. Their existence is equiv-
alent to certain generalized Kummer congruences for the special values.

5. Non-Archimedean /-Functions of Jacquet-Langlands

These Z-functions corresprond to certain automorphic representations on the
group G:GLz and G:GLzxGL2 over a totally real field F, and they are

189
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reduced to zeta functions ofthe form

z(s,f) : 
T 

a,o, f) -,[(n)-', z(s,f, g) : D c(n,f) C(n, e)"r6)-',

where f, g are Hilbert automorphic forms o|"holo*orphic type" over .F, where
c(n, f), c(n, g) are their normalized Fourier coefficients (indexed by integral ideals
n of the maximal order Op c F) which also coincide with the eigenvalues of Hecke
operators Z(m). One can regard f, g as functions on the adelic group Ga :
GL2(Ar), where A6 is the ring of adeles of ,F and we suppose that f is a primitiue
cusp form of scalar weight k > 2, the conductor c(f) c op, and the character ry'
and g is a primitive cusp form of weight I < k, the conductor c(g), and the
character a (lr,a: Ai - C' are Hecke characters of finite order). The non-
Archimedean construction is based on the algebraic properties of the special
values of the function Z(s,f,g) at the points s:1,...,k - I up to some constant,
which is expressed in terms of the Peterson inner product (f , f) of the automorphic
form f. Our theorem on non-Archimedean interpolation is equivalent to certain
generalized Kummer congruences for these special values.

We need some more notations for the precise formulation of the result (in a
simplified form). Let rlr* ,co* be the characters of the ideal group of .F associated
with ry', a and

L"(s,rlr1{,) : D V. 6)..(n).4r(n)-"
n+c:oF

: lI tt - /-(p)r-(p),rb)-')-l
Plc:OP

the coresponding Hecke r-function with c: c(f)c(g). we now define the nor-
malized Rankin zeta function by setting

Y(s, f, g) : y,(s)L"(2s + 2 - k - l, rlta)L(s,f , g),

where n: [F: Q] is the degree of ,F,

y,(s) : (2n)-2^'f (s)"f(s * I - /),

is the gamma-factor. Then the function Y(s, f, g) admits a holomorphic analytic
continuation onto the entire complex plane and it satisfies a certain functional
equation. Put O(f) : (f, f)s10, then we know due to Shimura f22]thatthe number

Y( l  +  r , f  ,g )

Qn)"l-ngz{rl'
is algebraic for all integers r with 0 < r < k - I - 1. For the non-Archimedean
construction, we introduce the p-adic completion

9 r , p :  ( 0 ,  @ z ) : n q n
plp

Sr : {plp dividesp}

of the ring 0r. Prtt
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and let GF,p: Gal(F"b(p, a)lF) be the Galois group of the maximal abelian
extension Fno(p,co) of F unramified outside places overp and oo.

The domain of the definition of our non-Archimedean l-functions is the p-adic
analytic Lie group

9p:Homoon6n(Gp,p, Cf )

of all continuous p-adic characters of the Galois group Gp,o with Co being the
Tate field. Elements of finite order yeTo can be identified with those Hecke
characters of finite order whose conductors are divisible only by prime divisors
belonging to Sp, via the decomposition

/'A; 
jgt'{gg Gr,p - Q' g q.

We shall use the same symbol X to denote both the Hecke character and the cor-
responding element of. %r. Since Quo(p, a) c F"b(p, co), the restriction of Galois
automorphisms to Q"b(p, co) determines a natural homomorphism

,-{: GP,o'-+ Ge 3 Z; '

We let -,f x, denote the composition of this homomorphism with the inclusion
zi  cc i .' 

We irote first that an analogue of the Kubota-Leopoldt zeta function in this
case was constructed by Deligne and Ribet [5]. In 1976, Manin [12] constructed a
p-adic analogue of the series .L(s,f) : fo C(n,f) 

"f F)-' under the assumption
ihut th" cusp form f is p-ordinary, i.e., that for the fixed embedding Q '-* Co and
for all plp, there exists a root a(p) of Hecke p-polynomial of f such that

lro("(p)llr: l. These p-adic tr-functions satisfy a certain functional equation
similar to the complex analytic one. In the case F : Q, Ha Huy Khoai [7] proved
that the p-adic functional equation characterizes f.

In order to construct p-adic Z-functions of two automorphic forms f and g, we
make again the assumption that the cusp form f is p'ordinary. We then fix roots
a(p) with l,r("(pl)lr: I and extend the definition of ot(m) to all integral ideals
m e (9p by multiplicativity.

Theorem. (On the non-Archimedean convolutions of Hilbert modular forms)
Under the aboue notations and assumptions, there exists a bounded Co'analytic

function Yo %o - Cp which is uniquely determined by the condition: for each
Hecke character of finite order 1e ff'f,'", the following equality holds

/ t(r)z 
"r^t-t 

Y(/, f, g,k)) \Yr(x) : to\D'zlco. (n):;tr- 
fi,g-, a1, D)

where Dp is the discriminant of F, rQ) the Gauss sum of 74, and ge|) the cusp form
obtained from g by complex conjugation of its Fourier cofficients and then by
twisting it with the character y

This result is also valid for the special values Y(l + r,f ,eU)) with r :

1,. . .,k - /, if we replace X e gpby 16[xi e fioll8, Chpt. 4]. Note that this result

l 9 l
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was established by Hida [9] in a much more general but p-ordinary situation. On
the other hand, this construction was extended by My Vinh Quang [7] to the non-
p-ordinary, i.e., supersingular case, when lro(o(p)|, < I for both roots a(p) and
plp. ln this situation the functions Y, are also uniquely determined by the above
condition provided that they have a prescribed logarithmic growth.

6. p-Adic Families of Motives and Their Z-Functions

We consider in the rest of the paper a motive M over Q with coefficients in a
number field Z (see Section 7 for definitions) and its l-functions L(M,s). We de-
scribe a general conjecture on the existence of a p-adic family Mp of motives
coming ftom M. The most important known example of such a family is given by
Hida's families ofp-ordinary cusp forms

( : - )

Ito :Da,(k)exp(2rin) |
( z : l )

of weight k. In this case, P : Pk, k > 2 andmotives of the family Mpo are char-
acteized by the condition L(Mpo,s) : I(s, fe) fthe Mellin transform ofl.). The
functions k e an(k) e Q admit an interpolation to certain Iwasawa functions of
k. A famous application of Hida's families was given in the proof of Wiles of
the Fermat Last theorem and the Shimura-Taniyama conjecture l24l: in order to
associate to an elliptic curve .E over Q a modular form of weight k : 2, one finds
first a modular form gmodp attached to,E, with p:3 or 5. Then one lifts this
form to characteristic 0 and includes it to a family of Hida fr.By putting k :2
one gets the answer. Other interesting examples of p-adic families of automorphic
forms were given recently by Tilouine and Urban [23].

In a more general situation this family is parametrized by some dense subset of
algebraic characters P of a p-adic commutative algebraic group (which we call the
group of Hida). This group can be regarded as a maximal torus of the p-adic part
of the motivic Galois group Gy of M (the Tannakian group for the tensor cate-
gory generated by M). The important condition of motives Mp of the above
family is that they have the same fixed p-invariant h : ip, which is defined as the
difference between the Newton polygon and the Hodge polygon of a motive at
gertain point d+ (the dimension of the subspace M+ of the Betti realization M3
of M). The corresponding p-adic l-functions of this family can be unbounded (of
Amice-V6lu type []) but they form a family which is conjecturally bounded in the
"weight direction", that is, for P parametrized, by algebraic characters of G1a,p.

More precisely, the values of the function P r- L(Mp,0) satisfy generalized
Kummer congnrences in the following sense: for any finite linear combination
Drbr.P with bp e Cp which has the property Dpbp. P : O(modpil), we have
that for some constant C 10, the corresponding linear combination of the nor-
malized Z-values

L6,*1(Mr,0)
C\brcoQ,tr) .

P
c-(Mp)

: o(modpil).
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Here, co(Mp) and c*(Mp) denote a p-adic and a complex period of Mp so that

the ratio "'-oY:)-" is uniquely defined, and L1o,*1(Mr,s) denotes the above Z-c*(Mp)
function L(Mp,s) normalized by multiplying by a certain canonically defined
Dgfigne's p-factor corresponding to a choice of inverse roots a(l)(p), ...,
o(d*) (p) e Co of p-local polynomial of M such that

ordo(a(1)(p)) < ordo@@ 16) < . . . < ordr(a(d)fu)),

d being the common rank of the family Mp and d+ the l-dimension of the
Deligne's subspace M+ of Ms (the fixed subspaces of the canonical involution p of
M over T).

Recent examples of such families related to modular forms were constructed
by Coleman [4]who proved the following:

Theorem. l4l Suppose u e Q and e: (ZlpZ)' --- Cj r,s a character. Then there exists
a number ns which depends on p, N and e, and'a with the following property: if
k eZ,k > o( + I and there is aunique normalizedcuspform F on X1(Np) of weight
k, character ea-k and slope u, and if k' > a * I rJ an integer congruent to k modulo
On+no,for any positiue integer n, then there exists a unique normalized cusp form Fl
on X1(Np) of weight kt, character ea-k', and slope a (at denotes the Teichmriller
character). Moreouer, this form satisfies the congruence

F'(q) = H(modp"+t).

This result can be regarded as a generalization of the work of Hida [8] who con-
sidered the case a : 0 and constructed interesting families of Galois representa-
tions of the type

po: Go'- GL2(Zp[lT)]), Cq : Gal(Q/Q),

which are unramified outside p. These representations have the following property:
if we consider the homomorphisms

z o f i r ] l : \ z p ,  |  + T  + ( r + p ) o - , ,

then we obtain a family of Galois representations

of), Cq'-. GL2(Zp),

which is parametrized by k e Z, and for k :2,3, . . ., these representations are
equivalent over Qo to the p-adic representations of Deligne, attached to modular
forms of weight ft. This means that the representations of Hida are obtained by the
p-adic interpolation of Deligne's representations. A geometric interpretation of
Hida's representations was given by Mazur and Wiles [15] (cf. [13]). For example,
for the modular form A of weight 12,Hida has constructed a representation
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as an example of his general theory, where the prime number p have the property
r(p) # 0(modp) (e.9., p <2041,p +2,3,5 and 7). The boundedness property is
the subject of a recent research by Stevens, Mazur and Gouv6a. Note that other
examples may include Rankin products, Garrett triple products of elliptic and
Hilbert modular forms and standard Z-functions of Siegel modular forms.

To describe this conjecture more precisely, let M be a motive over Q with
coefficients in T, i.e.,

Mn, Mon, M7, I*, 17,

where Ms is the Betti realization of M which is a vector space over 7 of dimen-
sion d endowed with a T-rational involution pi Mn: M+ @ M- denotes the
corresponding decomposition into the sum of +l and -l-eigenspaces of p. Mppis
the de Rham rcalization of M, a free Z-module of rank d, endowed with a
decreasing filtration {Fbn@) c. M ppli e Z} of Z-modules; M 7 is the,l-adic reali-
zation of M at a finite place ). of the coefficient field T (a T1-vector space of degree
d over T:7, acompletion of T at ),) which is a Galois module over Gq : Gal(Q/q)
so that we have a compatible system of ,t-adic representations denoted by

rM,),: ry Gq --. GL(M;).

Also,

I * :  M s  @ r C  -  M o n @ r C

is the complex comparison isomorphism of complex vector spaces,

I; Ms @r Tt" -- Mt

is the ,l-adic comparison isomorphism of l1-vector spaces. It is assumed in the
notation that the complex vector space Ms@qC is decomposed in the Hodge
bigraduation

M n @ r C :  @  i , i M " l

in which p(M',i) c. Mi,i and

h(i, j) : h(i, j, M) : dimc M'r

are the Hodge numbers. Moreover,

1-( @i,  , ,  M"' i )  :  FiR(M) @ c.

Also, I takes p to the ry-image of the Galois automorphism which corresponds to
the complex conjugation of C. We assume M is pure of weight w (i.e., i + j : w).

The Z-function L(M, s) of M is defined as the following Euler product:

L(M,s): f lLo1M,p- ' ) ,
p
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extended over all primes p and where

Lo(M,X)- '  :det (1 -  X. ry@r; t ) lUf )

:  ( l  -  aa)@)x).(r  -  a{2)101x).  . . . .1t  -  utd)1p1x1

:  t  +  A r @ ) x  + ' . . +  A a ( p ) x d .

Here, Fr, e Gg is the Frobenius element at p, defined, modulo conjugation and
modulo the inertia subgroup I, c Go c Gq of the decomposition group Go (of any
extension o.f p to Q). We make the standard hypothesis that the coefficients of
L.(M,X)-' belong to T, and that they are independent of I coprime to p.
Therefore, we can and we shall regard this polynomial both over C and over Cr.
We shall need the following twist operation: for an arbitrary motive M over Q
with coefficients in 7, an integer m and a Hecke character y of finite order, one can
define the twist N : U(m)(il which is again a motive over Q with the coefficient
field T(fl of the same rank d and weight w so that we have

z(N,s) : fILo(u, x@)p-'-").
P

7. The Group of Hida and the Algebra of Iwasawa-Hida

Now let us fix a motive M with coefficients in Z : Q((a(n),)) of rank d and of
weight w, and,letBndrM denote the endomorphism algebra of M (i.e., the alge-
bra of T-linear endomorphisms of any Ms, which commute with the Galois action
under the comparison isomorphisms). Let

Gp: Gat(Qil*lq) :: z;

denote the Galois group of the maximal abelian extension afl- of Q unramified
outside p and a. Define 0r,p : 0r @ Zp.

Defnition. The group of Hida GHy : GHa,p is the following product

G H M : G p 1 , p x G p ,
'where 

(End7M)'(Or,) denotes the p-adic group of 0y,o-points of a maximal torus
of the algebraic T-group (End7M)^ of inuertible elements of EndTM (it is im-
plicitly supposed that the group EndTM' possesses an O7-integral structure giuen
by an appropriate choice of an oTJattice).

Consider next the Cr-analytic Lie group

ff M, p : Hom"orlir(GH u, Cf, )

consisting of all continuous characters of the Hida grotp GHy, which contains
the Co-analytic Lie group

9o:Homro*r(Go, Ci)
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consisting of all continuous characters of the Galois group Go (via the projection
of GHu onto Gp).

The group 9[y,o contains the discrete subgroup .il of aithrretical characters of
the type

x .4 . x t r : ( x , 4 ,m) ,
where

x e giff'"

is a character of finite order of GHpt, 4 is a Z-algebraic character of G74.p, m e Z,
and xo denotes the following natural homomorphism

xo: Go: Gal(Qii*lQ) = z; -- cj, xp e sp.

Definition. The algebra of lwasawa-Hida Iu : Itr,p of M at p is the completed
group ring OpllGHMll, where Oo denotes the ring of integers of the Tate field Co.

Note that this definition is completely analogous to the usual definition of the
Iwasawa algebra A as the completed group ring ZollZo]l if we take into account
that Zo coincides with the factor group of Zj modulo its torsion subgroup.

Now for each arithmetic point P : (X,,4,m) e il , we have a homomorphism

VP: 174,0 --+ (9,

which is defined by the corresponding group homomorphism

P: GHy - {9} c C}.

For an [7'-module N and P e ,il, we put

Nr :  N  @to , , r0p

("reduction of N modulo P", or a fiber of N at P). Therefore, for a Galois repre-
sentation

r1,': Gq --+ GL(n'/)

of the above type, its reduction /Np : rmodP is defined as the natural composi-
tion:

Gq + GL(N) -- GL(Np).

Remark. In his very recent work, Hida [10] gives another version of the above
definition, but he starts from a Galois representation p: Gal(FlF) ------+ GL,(I),
where I : 0 xllT,(Zpl) and T, is the maximal split torus of Ress, pGL(n) for the
integer ing 0p of F and for the integer ring Oy of a sufficiently large finite
extension ,K of Qr. He is interested in representations p satisfying the following
condition:
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There are arithmetic points P "densely populated" rn Spec(I(iK)) such that the
Galois representation ep: P o g is the p-adic 6tale (seell0]) realization ofa rank n
pure motiue Mp of weight w defined ouer F with cofficients in a number field Ep in

o.
We are trying to resolve an inverse problem and to include a given motive M

in a maximal possiblep-adic family Mp parametrized by arithmetic characters of a
certain group which we suppose consists of an "algebraic part" Gy,o and of a
"Galois patt" Gr.

8. A Coniecture on the Existence of p-Adic Families of Galois Representations
Attached to Motives

Note first that the fixed embeddings Z.--+ C,

i"o: Q ---+ Q, io: Q --+ Co

define a place )"(p) of T attached to the corresponding composition

Z * Q  \ c o .

Coniecture I. For euery M of rank d with cofficients in T, there exists afree lya-
module M1 of the same rank d, a Galois representation

11: GP -' GL(M1),

a dense subset .ilt c. .il of characters, and a distinguished point Ps e .il such that
(a) the reduced Galois representation

11,po: Gp ---+ GL(M1,po)

is equiualent ouer Co to the )"(p)-adic representation ry,71o1 of M at the distin-
guished place )"(p);

(b) for euery P e ,il', there exists a motiue Mp ouer Q of the same rank d such that
its )"(p)-adic Galois representation is equiualent ouer Co to the reduction

r1,p: Gq-- GL(M1,p)-

We call the module M1 the realization of lwasawa of M.

8.1. A Generalization of the Hasse Invariant for a Motive

We define the generalized Hasse inuariant of a motive in terms of the Newton pol-
ygons andthe Hodge polygons of a motive. Properties of these polygons are closely
related to the notions of a p-ordinary and a p-admissible motive.

Now we are going to define the Newton polygon PNewton(u): Py"rson(u,M)
and the Hodge polygon Puoasr(u): Pnodsr(u,M) attached to M. First we con-
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sider (using i-) the local p-polynomial

L r (M,  X) - '  :  |  +  A t (p )X + . . '  +  A6(p)Xd

:  ( l  -  ao)e)x ) .0  -  a {z t1o1x) .  . . . .1 t  _  a@1p1x1,
and we assume that its inverse roots are indexed in such a wav that

ord,oao) 101 < ordoaQ) 16 <'.' < ordoa@) (p1.

Definition. The Newton polygon Py",,on(u)(O < u < d) of M at p is the conuex hull
of the points (i, ordoAi(p)) ( i : 0, 1,. . ., d ).

The important property of the Newton polygon is that the length of the hori-
zontal segment of slope ieQ is equal to the number of the inverse roots au)(p)
such that ordouU)(p): l. (Note that i may not necessarily be integer but this will
be the case for the p-ordinary motives below.)

The Hodge polygon Pnoas"(u) (0 < u < d) of M is defined using the Hodge
decomposition of the d-dimensional C-vector space

M n :  M n  @ 7 C :  @  i , i M " t ,

where Mi'i is a C-subspace.

Definition. The Hodge polygon Pnoas"(u) is a function [0, d] -- R whose graph con-
sists of segments passing through the points

/ \
( o ,o ) ,  . ,  (  D  h ( / , i ) ,  l t n1 t , 11 l ,

\ r , <  i  i ,  < i  /

so that the length of the horizontal segment of the slope i e Z is equal to the dimen-
sion h(i, j).

Now we recall the definition of ap-ordinary motive (see [2, 3]). We assume M
is pure of weight w and of rank d. Then M is called p-ordinary at p If the the
Hodge polygon and the Newton polygon of M coincide:

P Newton(u) : P noas"(u).

Furthermore, if M is critical at s : 0, then it is easy to verify that the number d, of
the inverse,oo6 a(l)(p) with

ordouU) (p7 < 0 is equal to d+ : d* (M) of MI .

However, it turns out that the notion of a p-ordinarry motive is too restrictive, and
we have introduced the following weaker version of it.

Definition. The motiue M ouer F with cofficients in T is called admissible at p if

Pu"*rn(d*) : P noan"(d+).

Here, d+ : d+ (M) is the dimension of the subspace M+ e Ms.
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In the general case we use the following quantity (a"generalized slope") h: hp
which is defined as the difference between the Newton polygon and the Hodge
polygon of M:

hp : P N"nron(d'*) - P n"as"(d+)

of M at p. Note the following important properties of ft:
(i) h : h(M) does not change if we replace M by its Tate twist.

(ii) fr : h(M) does not change if we replace M by its twist tt : M(D with a
Dirichlet character X of finite order whose conductor is prime to p.

(iii) ft : h(M) does not change if we replace M by rts dual M'.
In the next section we state in terms of this quantity a general conjecture on p-

adic l-functions.

8.2. A Conjecture on the Existence of Certain Families of p-adic l-functions

We are going to describe families of p-adic l-functions as certain analytic func-
tions on the total analytic space, the Co-analytic Lie group

% a p : Hom"orlp(GH 1,4, C;),

which contains the Co-analytic Lie subgroup (the cyclotomic line) %o c Ty,o:

1f,p:Homrorf ir(Ge, C;).

In order to do this we need a modified l-function of a motive. Following Coates

[2], this modified l-function has a form appropriate for further use in the p-adic
construction. First we multiply L(M,s) by an appropriate factor at infinity and
define

A1-;(M,s) :  E*(M,s)L(M,s),

whete E-(M,s): E*(r,Rr/eM,p,s) is the modified f-factor at inf,nity which
actually does not depend on the fixed embedding z of I into C. Also we put

. c" (M) : (r'(a)@) : c" (RM)(2ri)'8M) e (r I C)" ,

where

, : (-t)-, r(A7 : Djh(i, j)
7 < 0

c"(M) is the period of M. Note that the quantity r(M) has a natural geometric
interpretation as the minimum of the Hodge polygon PH"ds"(M).

We define

1r,6, q (M (m) (x), r) : G (N)- d "o (M t')k)) 
fl Ao(M (m) (fl, s)' A1-y (M (*) (x), t),
p lp
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Ap(MQ),s ) :

Let.il be the discrete subgroup .il of aithrrrctical characters,

x .4 .x t r : ( x , r y ,m)e . i l ,

,r'/' c .il a certain "dense" subset of characters, Ps e .il a distingushed point of
Conjecture I. Let ,il" c. .il' be the subset of critical elements, which consists of
those P, for which the corresponding motives Mp are critical (at s : 0). Now we
are ready to formulate the following:

Coniecture II. There exists a certain choice of complex periods C!- (p) e C, and p-
adic periods Oo(P) e C| for all Ped" such that "the ratio" tto(p)/O-(p) ,r
canonically defined, and there exists a Co-meromorphic function

97a; %7a,0 ---+ Co

with the properties:
(i)

s a (P) : Qp (P) ̂o't*t (Y (flQ)' o)
o*(P)

for almost all P e .iltt;
(ii) For arithmetic points of type

P : ( r , , 4 , m ) e d "

with 4 fixed, there exists a finite set g c. 9[ 7a* of p-adic characters and positiue
integers n(() (for I e E) such that for an! go e Go, we haue that the function

ff {'(oo) - (@o))"(o sr('.P)
g e r

is holomorphic on g[r;
(iii) For arithmetic points of type

P: ()6r7,m) e. i l "

with 4 fixed, the function in (ii) is bounded tf and only tf the inuariant
h(P) : h(Mp) uanishes;

(iv) In the general case the function 9y(P . x) of x e %o is of logarithmic growth
type o(log(.1h\ wittt

!:o- *r(r - xQ)a(tt lorr-',

" n,1i 0 - x-t Q)o(i) (p)-t ps-l),

rl., (#;)"'o'"o',
for p [c(7)

otherwise.

h o : l h l + t .
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(v) For arithmetic points of tYPe

P:  ( x , , 4 ,m)  e  d "

with y and m fixed, the function in (ii) is always bounded if the Hasse inuariant

h(P) : h(Mp) does not dePend on 4'

Note that the assertion (v) means in particular that the values of the function

P v-+ Ao(P)
tr1o,*1(Mr,0)

O-(P)

satisfy generalized Kummer congnrences in the following sense: for any finite
linear combination Drby P with bp e Cp which has the property Dpbp ' P :

0(modpN), we have that for some constant C 10, the corresponding linear

combination of the normalized Z-values

cla,ooel n''8{#i'o) : o(modp').
o- (P)

In the case of families of supersingular modular forms studied by Coleman [4]'
the invariant ft(P) reduces to the slope of a modular form in such a family,
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